Abstract Climate change is expected to have severe impacts on global hydrological cycle along with food-water-energy nexus. Currently, there are many climate models used in predicting important climatic variables. Though there have been advances in the field, there are still many problems to be resolved related to reliability, uncertainty, and computing needs, among many others. In the present work, we have analyzed performance of 20 different global climate models (GCMs) from Climate Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) dataset over the Columbia River Basin (CRB) in the Pacific Northwest USA. We demonstrate a statistical multicriteria approach, using univariate and multivariate techniques, for selecting suitable GCMs to be used for climate change impact analysis in the region. Univariate methods includes mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, relative change (variability), Mann-Kendall test, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test); whereas multivariate methods used were principal component analysis (PCA), singular value decomposition (SVD), canonical correlation analysis (CCA), and cluster analysis. The analysis is performed on raw GCM data, i.e., before bias correction, for precipitation and temperature climatic variables for all the 20 models to capture the reliability and nature of the particular model at regional scale. The analysis is based on spatially averaged datasets of GCMs and observation for the period of 1970 to 2000. Ranking is provided to each of the GCMs based on the performance evaluated against gridded observational data on various temporal scales (daily, monthly, and seasonal). Results have provided insight into each of the methods and various statistical properties addressed by them employed in ranking GCMs. Further; evaluation was also performed for raw GCM simulations against different sets of gridded observational dataset in the area.
Introduction
Climate change is affecting environmental systems at global and regional scales Woldemeskel et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013; Önol et al. 2014) . Over the past decades, several institutions have provided future climate datasets for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Pierce et al. 2009; Rupp et al. 2013 ), which in turn have been widely used to study climate change impacts. The World Climate Research program's Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) is the latest dataset available. There have been significant improvements from the former counterparts, in knowledge and understanding of the climate using these new generation climate models. Despite these improvements, there are still large uncertainties associated with the climatic scenarios. Reliability of global climate models (GCMs) to simulate observed climate and consequently climatic scenarios at a regional scale is still of major concern (Rupp et al. 2013) .
Evaluation of uncertainties associated with GCMs is an important aspect to consider when assessing future scenarios, e.g., their capability to simulate reliable fine-scale datasets. It has been widely discussed and accepted that model uncertainty plays a big role in future projections of climatic data (Hawkins and Sutton 2011; Najafi et al. 2011) . The estimation of model efficiencies is based on their performance under current or past climate conditions and to some extent requires extrapolation to future conditions; although, there are reported issues with the assumption of stationarity (Buser et al. 2009; Christensen et al. 2010) . The large number of datasets, offered by various scenarios/forcings and models, adds to the uncertainty to be dealt with, along with the huge computational needs, among other varied concerns. It also adds to the ongoing debate about the reliability of GCMs to resolve features at local scale, which often are downscaled using statistical or dynamical downscaling techniques (Fowler et al. 2007; Samadi et al. 2013) . Understanding of the model processes would provide more reliable results and thus reliable future predictions. Since GCMs produce results on global scale (coarser resolution, Table 1 ), they tend to over/underestimate climatic variables on regional and global scales, failing to resolve the microscale climate. Furthermore, due to natural variability in GCM predictions, uncertainty is inevitable in their predictions. The natural variability of GCMs is higher in finer temporal scales, and thus predictions at various timescales reveal different uncertainties (Hawkins and Sutton, 2011) . Therefore, it is necessary to study GCMs at different regions and assess their performance in predicting/replicating the observed climate of the region, which would further reduce the computational needs and decrease the uncertainty associated with climate prediction. Each model accounts for large amounts of climatological information leading to huge data size which in turn requires vast computations. Thus, selecting models that aptly represents the regional scale climate is a necessary first step before a regional climate change impact assessment can be performed.
Researches have been conducted in the past decade with the intention of providing ranking to GCM performance with varied intents. Both qualitative and quantitative methods have been suggested in literature (Maxino et al. 2008; Pincus et al. 2008; Chiew et al. 2009; Christensen et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2011) . Miao et al. (2012) used four metrics, along with fitting probability density functions (PDFs) , to analyze the performance of CMIP3 precipitation and temperature datasets for China in historical period of 1960 to 1999. Rana et al. (2013) analyzed a five-model ensemble of daily observed precipitation series over the period of 1961 to 2009 for Gothenburg, and assessed each model's performance. They used statistical analysis for daily and multiday extremes, among others. Wójcik (2014) evaluated variability of GCMs in 45 CMIP5 GCMs over Europe and North Atlantic. Basic statistical methods of mean absolute error (MAE), correlation coefficient, and standard deviation were In the present study, we have analyzed the performance of 20 GCMs from CMIP5 dataset based on their performance in accordance with historical gridded observational data (Livneh et al. 2013 ) over the Columbia River Basin in Northwest USA. We have based our analysis on precipitation and temperature, since precipitation is the main input for hydrological models, and temperature plays a key role in the estimation of evaporation and evapotranspiration (Woldemeskel et al. 2012) . A wide range of statistical methods have been applied on the raw simulations from GCMs and gridded observational data to assess their performance based on the properties/ attributes captured by the particular statistical method in the historical period of 1970-2000. Nevertheless, our evaluation method is general (based on different statistical properties of data, i.e., univariate and multivariate analysis) and can be used in any other regions to evaluate climate models. The motivation for this study included analysis of daily data, which is reported Sect. 4, but we have also performed the analysis on monthly and seasonal (summer and winter) dataset. For brevity, only daily dataset statistics are reported Sect. 4 and the same could further be used in hydrological analysis on daily timescale. Other temporal scales are reported only for the final evaluation matrix. Effect of change of observational dataset was also studied by evaluating the raw GCM simulations with Abatzoglou's (2013) gridded observational dataset in the study area.
Results of this study were utilized in parallel efforts to assess the impacts of climate change and global warming on characteristics of climatic variables over the Columbia River Basin (CRB). Rana and Moradkhani (2015) analyzed spatial, temporal, and frequency changes of future precipitation and temperature in CRB using this set of selected GCMs. The application of 40 different downscaled models/scenarios for various timescales has provided insight into probable changes in future climate. Demirel and Moradkhani (2015) applied Bayesian model averaging to reduce the uncertainty in GCM predictions for studying the seasonality and timing of historical precipitation over the Columbia River Basin. Their results identified the changes in seasonality and persistence of extreme precipitation events for the study region.
The paper is divided into six sections, introduction followed by description of study area and data. This is followed by description of univariate and multivariate statistical procedures used for analysis and results, and discussion and finally summary and conclusion is outlined in Sect. 5 and Sect. 6, respectively.
Study area and data used
Daily records of precipitation (P) and near surface temperature (T) in the study region ( Fig. 1) were collected for 20 GCMs (Table 1 ) of the CMIP5 historical experiment (Taylor et al. 2012) . The areal daily average for precipitation and temperature is calculated over the Columbia River Basin (Fig. 1) for each GCM along with other accumulated temporal scales of monthly and seasonal (summer and winter) datasets (accumulation from daily values). The GCM data is evaluated against gridded daily dataset acquired from University of Washington (Livneh et al. 2013 ) (hereafter referred to as gridded Fig. 1 Study area, Columbia River Basin (CRB) in the Pacific Northwest USA observational data), which has a spatial resolution of 1/ 16 Deg., and is available for the historical period of 1970-2000. This is the most widely used (and reliable) dataset in study area. Gridded observational dataset (Abatzoglou 2013) from University of Idaho with spatial resolution of 1/24 Deg. was also used to study the effect of observational dataset on selection/evaluation of GCMs. GCMs and gridded observation data each have different spatial resolution, and hence, they cannot be compared on grid scale without statistical manipulations, such as interpolation. Therefore, spatial average values of GCMs and observation are used in all the analysis. Also, each method is applied separately on precipitation and temperature.
Methods
The performance evaluation matrix deployed in this paper is based on the ability of a particular GCM to reproduce the statistical properties/attributes of the gridded observational data, and no direct comparison of time series is done for simulations and observations. We have not based the evaluation of models on a particular matrix/method as opposed to what is suggested by others (Hawkins and Sutton 2011; Deser et al. 2012a; Deser et al. 2012b; Deser et al. 2014) . Instead, we have reported the evaluation on a number of metrics to provide a broader basis for assessment and decision-making on various time scales based on user interest. This would also help to remove subjectivity connected with regional/local properties or previous knowledge of the area concerned. Although, choice of relevant climate variables/spatial/temporal resolutions and ranges etc. would still be subjected to user discretion and not to target study area. Thus, the process is objective and based only on the statistical properties of GCM data and that of gridded observational data, and the user need not have any prior knowledge of the area in concern, which in turn adds to the advantage of its application in any area. The performance of different GCMs in a particular method can also be investigated. Furthermore, it is possible to compare the ability of different methods as they address various statistical properties.
Various performance metrics have been proposed by researchers. Some of these metrics focus on the mean climatological state, whereas others are related to temporal variability (e.g., seasonal variations, yearly and decadal changes). Since there is no standard methodology to evaluate climate models, we chose metrics, which are statistically credible and are able to examine the statistical characteristics of models in accordance with gridded observational data. The metrics compare the distribution properties of models (mean, variance, correlation, among others) as well as the trends and relative changes. Various metrics applied focus on certain statistical properties of the dataset itself. An overall of ten metrics are employed to compare the performance of each model (and each temporal scale) with the gridded observational data; this is the basis of multicriteria analysis. Thus, the end user has 40 metrics (4 temporal scales×10 evaluation methods) for each of the climatic variable, i.e., precipitation and temperature; total of 20 metrics for ranking GCMs on particular temporal scale. The metrics can be classified under univariate and multivariate statistical measures of performance.
Univariate analysis explores each variable in a data set, separately. It looks at the range of values, as well as the central tendency of the values. It describes the pattern of response to the variable. The metrics that are used for univariate statistical analysis in the study are as follows:
Multivariate statistics is the form of statistics encompassing the simultaneous observation and analysis of more than one outcome variable in the dataset. The following multivariate techniques were applied in the study:
1. Principal component analysis (PCA) or empirical orthogonal function (EOF) 2. Singular value decomposition (SVD) or maximum covariance analysis 3. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) 4. Cluster analysis All the metrics are applied on spatially averaged GCMs and observational datasets. For multivariate metrics, the analysis is performed after standardizing datasets. A brief explanation of methods along with the statistical properties they address is provided in the following paragraphs. The methods are applied for both precipitation and temperature separately. More detailed information about multivariate methods can be found in Bretherton et al. (1992) .
Univariate statistics
Mean of dataset refers to the central tendency either of a probability distribution or of the random variable characterized by that distribution, and standard deviation measures the amount of variation or dispersion of data from average/mean. Calculating them will reveal how data is distributed and the range that most of the average values occur. The coefficient of variation is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation σ to the mean μ, i.e., normalized measure of dispersion of a probability/frequency distribution. It removes the dependency of standard deviation on the mean, and investigates the variability in relation to mean of population. In this study, coefficient of variation is calculated for all temporal scales of each GCM and also for gridded observational data. For temperature, CV is calculated using data in Kelvin.
Relative change (RC), in quantitative science, evaluates the relative difference or variability of models while taking into account sizes of things being compared. Since there are large variations in daily values of precipitation and temperature, relative change is only calculated at the yearly scale. Thus for each GCM, absolute annual RC is calculated in the study period for both variables. Then, average absolute RC over the entire period is used for ranking, and the GCM which has a similar average absolute RC to observation receives a higher score. Relative change of temperature is calculated using data in Kelvin. Large changes infer little or no consistency in precipitation/temperature between different years. Relative change removes the dependency of standard deviation on mean (Rana et al. 2013 ).
Trends-Mann-Kendall Test: the rank-based MannKendall test is a non-parametric test, i.e., independent of the statistical distribution of the data. The Mann-Kendall trend test is based on the correlation between the ranks of a time series and their time order. For more information, readers are referred to Belle and Hughes (1984) and Govindarajulu (1992) . Ranking is performed using the test statistics (zvalue) at the given significance level (95 % in this case). Using test statistics, one can easily understand if the trend is positive or negative. Furthermore, since all datasets have the same length and the confidence interval is constant, significant test statistics value can be easily found. The results are analyzed as follows:
1. If the test statistics obtained for gridded observational data is positive, models with positive and closer statistics to observation will receive a score of 5. Values calculated for other models are divided into four groups based on their test statistics, and ranking is performed based on the proximity to observational statistics.
If the test statistics obtained for gridded observational data
is negative, models with negative and closer statistics to observation will receive a score of 5. Values calculated for other models are divided into four groups based on their test statistics, and ranking is performed based on the proximity to observational statistics.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test) is one of the most useful and general non-parametric methods for comparing two samples to decide whether the samples come from a population with a specific distribution. The null distribution of this statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from the same distribution (in the two-sample case) or that the sample is drawn from the reference distribution (in the one-sample case). It is sensitive to differences in both location and shape of the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the two samples. KS-test is a distribution-free test and is based on looking at the maximum vertical distance between the ECDF of the two distributions. More information about KS test can be found at Huth and Pokorn (2004) . In this study, the two-sample KS test is applied over samples of each GCM and observation, and for each case test, statistics are calculated and used for ranking. This is done for all temporal scales on daily, monthly, and seasonal.
Multivariate statistics
Principal component analysis or empirical orthogonal function: It simplifies (using orthogonal transformation) the complex interrelationships in a dataset by constructing one or few variables, which enable easier assessment of the relationships (Moradkhani and Meier 2010; Rana et al. 2012) . PCA maximizes the variance explained by weighted sum of elements in two or more fields by recognizing linear transformations of the dataset that describes the variance as much as possible in a few number of variables. PCA specifies the relationship among various modes of variability by separating the modes in time series of different fields. It searches for basis vectors that can describe the behavior of multiple variable metrics (Nishii et al. 2012) . PCA isolates the modes of variability observed in time series of different fields and gives their relationships in separate modes. In this study, PCA is performed on standardized data of each GCM and the gridded observational data for all temporal scales. Desired components are selected, and eigenvalues of each model are compared to the eigenvalue of gridded observational data.
Singular value decomposition or maximum covariance analysis: SVD, a matrix operation, is applied to asymmetric or not squared matrices in the diagonalization of PCA. It provides the spatial patterns from the two fields that explains most of the covariance between them and thus is also called maximum covariance analysis. Maximizing the covariance between linearly related variables makes SVD neutralize the linear combination of variables, which seem to be linearly related to each other. The principal difference in both the techniques applied here is maximization of variance in PCA, whereas we maximize covariance of predictor and predictand in case of SVD. For more information and detailed explanation of SVD refer to Bretherton et al. (1992) . Covariance explained by predictor in the predictand field in a particular mode is used to compare the relative significance of certain mode in the expansion. The correlation coefficient between the predictor and predictand provides information about how strong the two fields are related to each other . In this study, SVD is applied to the cross-covariance matrix of the standardized GCMs and observation, where gridded observational data is assumed as the predictand, and the models are treated as predictors. Heterogeneous correlation map-defined as the correlation between model values and the first expansion coefficient-obtained from each model is taken into account, and the model with higher correlation gets a higher score, performed for each temporal steps. It should be noted that there is no direct comparison of the time series itself, but instead with attributes of the time series, expansion series, and weight vectors, on various temporal scales, i.e., daily, monthly, and seasonal.
Canonical correlation analysis: CCA measures the linear relationship between two multidimensional variables, i.e., of the cross-covariance matrices of the data. It finds two optimal bases (one for each variable) according to correlation and finds the corresponding correlations. CCA tries to find the bases in which correlation matrix between the variables is diagonal, and the correlations on the diagonal are maximized. It might be treated as a special form of empirical orthogonal function analysis, where it can describe the correlation between predictor and predictand more comprehensively using various modes in it (Barnston and Ropelewski 1992) . CCA is applied on standardized data in the present study. Since CCA is a linear technique, its applicability is narrowed to relations wherein predictand and predictor have the same response. Therefore, it brings information about small perturbations than to assess strong nonlinear relations (Wójcik 2014) .
More information and detailed explanation of CCA can be found in Wilks (2011). The differences among PCA, SVD, and CCA can be found at Bretherton et al. (1992) . Spatial canonical correlations obtained from CCA performed on each GCM and gridded observational data is used to rank them accordingly for each of the temporal scales in consideration. More details about ranking and criteria used can be found in Sect. 3.3.
Cluster analysis: It methodologically tries to separate objects in various groups, each having more similarities together than with other clusters (Bratchell 1989) . Cluster analysis is an appropriate method to classify climate zones and is becoming more practical in atmospheric research studies (Unal et al. 2003) . It graphically depicts the relation among various observations by producing dendrograms. Dendrograms (also called cluster trees) present a number of levels of (dis)similarities and place observations in different levels according to their similarities. Here, we have constructed clusters from the agglomerative (start with points as individual clusters and, at each step, merge the closest pair of clusters) hierarchical clustering as generated by the linkage function. We have used flexible linkage method to classify models since it seemed to work more reasonably with climatic and hydrological datasets, based on literature review. Each GCM has a linkage distance to connect to the gridded observational data. These distances are extracted for models, and they are ranked accordingly for all temporal scales. More information about cluster analysis can be found in Wilks (2011).
A summary of the type/characteristic of datasets used to perform each method is provided in Table 2 .
Model ranking
Evaluating GCMs with various statistical tests helps investigate the advantages and caveats of each model/GCM from various statistical aspects in respect to gridded observational dataset. However, it brings some challenges to interpret the results. In some studies, researchers have eliminated those metrics and provided their ranking with some of their previously chosen metrics (Werner, 2011) . Whereas, in some researches, weights have been assigned to each method, and then final ranking is presented based on weighted methods (Rupp et al., 2013) , with some working on previous knowledge of the area to eliminate the method/model which in turn brings subjectivity in the scenario.
In this study, we have chosen metrics which evaluate the important aspects of climate data and are not significantly redundant. Although some of the methods might seem similar and evaluate the same feature, they are targeting different aspects of datasets. Moreover, in each method, outlier GCMs are excluded with lowest rank assigned, and thus ranks obtained by each method are checked to avoid possible overrating of a model. In other words, considering one method, if one of the GCMs performs poorly, it is first excluded to provide a more meaningful comparison among the GCMs. This can be verified in the figures of final rankings in Sect. 5. Metrics are treated equally to treat the methods objectively, since adding weights will be based on another assumption, which may increase the uncertainty. We have provided results of each metric for all models for further use in certain applications and for all the temporal scale in consideration. Use of various temporal scales, i.e., daily, monthly, and seasonal, provides a wide range of array for stakeholders and decision-makers to make decisions based on the utility. It also contributes to study of various low frequency events that are not prominent on a daily scale but are part of monthly and seasonal-scale data thus accommodating all the possible ranges of variability explained by the data. Daily-scale results are emphasized throughout the study due to importance of daily data in driving hydrological models and analysis. Rankings are based on assigning scores of 1 to 5 for each metric. In other words, performance of each model will be compared to the gridded observational data, and consequently, it will receive a score of 1 to 5 on each metric, where 1 shows the least efficiency and 5 represents the best performance on the metric. Overall ranking is the summation of scores obtained for precipitation and temperature in each method for a GCM. Average of overall ranks of each GCM is calculated and will be used to select GCMs on each timescale. Representative results are explained in Sect. 4 for each of the methodology applied.
Results
Evaluating each metric and studying the performance of models in them is an important aspect of investigating the overall performance for both variables. Therefore, results for each metric will be evaluated and discussed in the following sections, and eventually, ranking would be done based on the results of each metric. An overall ranking based on the averaged score for both variables would be provided thereafter.
Raw global climate model simulations and gridded observational data
Before evaluation of GCM simulations, it is vital to explain the data itself and its characteristics. Boxplots and violin plots are the tools used to investigate/illustrate the raw GCM simulations and gridded observational data. Figure 2 illustrates boxplots of precipitation and temperature. In the figure, plots A, B, and C are depicting GCM raw simulation for each model and the gridded observational data for daily and seasonal precipitation; plots D, E, and F are representing temperature for the same timescales. In the figure, outliers are specified using markers with red color along with median in center of box and 25th and 75th percentiles marking box boundaries. Since there are many days with no precipitation, the median is around zero, and therefore, most of the data is assumed as outliers. However, for temperature (Fig. 2c) , median and quartiles are clearly obvious, and models can easily be compared to the gridded observational data. From Fig. 2 , for daily precipitation (plot A), it can be noted that most of the models are overestimating the precipitation values and underestimating the dry days, all the models have median, along with 25th and 75th percentiles, higher than the gridded observational dataset. Overestimating precipitation is more noticeable in warm season (plot B) when all GCMs are predicting higher values, and only CanESM2 shows low bias. Precipitation prediction of GCMs has less bias in cold seasons (plot C). On the other hand, for daily temperature, median and quartiles seem to be well predicted by climate models (Fig. 2d) , and the outliers are only toward the lower temperature ranges. The observation has narrow box and fewer outliers than the GCM simulations, and median is always equal or lower than the GCM simulations (Fig. 2d) . This simply indicates that GCMs tend to predict more extreme cold temperatures than observation does. For seasonal temperature (Fig. 2e, f) , most GCMs seem to underestimate observed temperature of cold season, and they show less bias in warm season.
Mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, and relative change
Results of mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, and relative change for each GCM and gridded observational data are depicted in Fig. 3 . Figure 3a , b represents the violin plots (Hintze and Nelson 1998) showing mean along with ±1 standard deviation of precipitation and temperature, respectively. It can be observed from the figure that the precipitation distribution of GCMs are strikingly different from that of the gridded observational dataset, usually overestimating the precipitation and underestimating the dry days which can be attributed to drizzle effect in climate models (Beven, 2011) . Thus, mean of gridded observational dataset is lower than all the GCMs and accordingly, the spread (standard deviation) of dataset. Proximity of mean and standard deviation of each of the GCM is compared to that of observational mean and standard deviation to rank the models (from 1-5) consequently. However, the temperature distribution is in line with gridded observational data with GCM depicting higher spread than the latter. Similarly, mean and standard deviation proximity of the GCM is evaluated against the gridded observational data for ranking. In Fig. 3c , CV for precipitation and temperature are specified with blue and red markers, respectively. The far right values (number 21) present results of gridded observational data. For precipitation, CV for gridded observational dataset is always higher than for GCMs, whereas four models have higher CV than the latter in case of temperature. As mentioned in Sect. 3, for temperature, CV and RC are calculated using data in Kelvin, since we have non-zero (negative) values in the region. Consequently, models with close proximity to gridded observational dataset would be ranked higher. Relative change shows interannual variations of each variable (Fig. 3d , e for precipitation and temperature, respectively). Thus, it might be positive for some years and negative in some other years. The RC for precipitation of gridded observational dataset shows higher spread in boxplot suggesting higher relative change during years than in GCMs, whereas it is opposite for temperature wherein the gridded observations have lower relative change than GCMs. The absolute value RC is calculated for each year, and then average absolute RC for each GCM and gridded observation is calculated for evaluation. Proximity of CV and RC values of GCMs to gridded observational dataset is used for ranking from 1-5.
Mann-Kendall test
Trend analysis is performed using Mann-Kendall for gridded observational data and for each model. Values for models are then compared to the value obtained for gridded observational data. Results of trend analysis of precipitation and temperature are tabulated in Table 3 . In the table, results from MannKendall test on daily precipitation and temperature are shown in the first two columns, followed by decadal change in each variable (using annual data) presented in the last column. Daily results are used for ranking on daily timescale, and decadal change is shown to provide more knowledge about the study area. Results from daily Mann-Kendall test on observation dataset show significant positive trend for both precipitation and temperature dataset. Thus for both variables, all the models showing positive trend would be ranked higher relative to negative trend ones in the period under consideration. For precipitation, BCC_CSM1_1m, BNU_ESM, GFDL_ESM2G, GFDL-CSM5A-LR, GFDL-CSM5B-LR, and MIROC5 gets the highest ranking of 5 due to positive, significant trend and proximity to statistics of observational dataset, and other models are ranked accordingly. Whereas, for temperature, only BCC_CSM1_1 and CanESM2 gets ranking 5, and other models are ranked consequently in comparison to observed statistics. In both cases, i.e., for precipitation and temperature, models with negative trends would receive a least score. It can be observed from the table that many of the models are showing significant trend at 99 % as well (p values ≤0.01) for both the variables, and only few models do not show any trend in the dataset. Fig. 2 Boxplots depicting the distribution of precipitation and temperature in models and observation. Precipitation is plotted on the left, and temperature on the right. Daily and seasonal data distribution is plotted from top to bottom, respectively. In each plot, observation is plotted after all GCMs and is specified by green label
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
KS-test is performed for gridded observational data and each GCM simulations at all the temporal scales. KStest statistics are then compared to provide model ranking, on all temporal scales, for both the variables, i.e., precipitation and temperature. Results of KS-test are presented in Table 4 . Since all the simulations, for both precipitation and temperature, rejected null hypothesis, i.e., no time series were same at desired alpha, we have considered statistics of the test to evaluate the models in comparison to observational gridded data. The p values were significantly very small in all the cases to develop a rational comparison of observational data and simulations. Therefore, test statistics are extracted and used for rankings. The statistics close to zero are better representation of the observational dataset and result in lower p value and thus are ranked higher. As can be seen from Table 4 , for daily precipitation data, BCC_CSM1_1m, CCSM4, CSIRO_Mk3, HadGEM2-CC, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-MR, and NorESM1-M are closest in respect to maximum vertical distance of empirical distribution function to observational gridded data and thus are given highest ranking and vice versa for MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ESM-CHEM, with farthest from observational data for precipitation. Whereas, in case of temperature daily data, GFDL-ESM2M, INMCM4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, a
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HadGEM2-ES and MIROC5, being the farthest ones to the observational dataset. Same procedure was applied to rank the models on other temporal scales of monthly and seasonal. Table 1 3.5 Principal component analysis
The percentage of variance explained by each component in PCA is studied and presented as Pareto graph in Fig. 4c, d for precipitation and temperature, respectively. Different components describe different features in each variable and can be used for various purposes. Depending on variance explained (acceptable level of variance explained based on user interest) by each mode of PCA, the user can decide on the number of modes to be used in analysis of the data. In this study, for precipitation, the first component explained about 10 % of total variance, whereas for temperature, it was about 89 % of the total variance. The local variance (squared correlation between the GCM simulation and the gridded observational dataset) in first component of PCA is used for ranking the models for both variables. Performance of all the models in accordance to squared correlation with gridded observational data is classified in 5 equal intervals, resulting in a score of 1-5 based on their performance. Results for precipitation and temperature are graphically presented in Fig. 4a , b, respectively. Figure 4a represents the various models in relation to averaged gridded observational data in various components of PCA for precipitation, and 4b represents the same for temperature. The relative length, i.e., distance from center for a particular component (component 1 in this case) of the GCMs defines the relative proximity with the gridded observational data. When the GCM is closer to gridded observational dataset (e.g., BCC_CSM1_1m, CCSM4, and INMCM4 for precipitation), they will receive higher ranking, as compared to ones which are distant from the same (e.g., IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM, and MIROC-ESM-CHEM). Similarly, for temperature, GCMs (BCC_CSM1_1m, BNU_ESM, CANESM2, CCSM4, GFDL_ESM2G, GFDL_ESM2M, HadGEM2-CC, INMCM4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, MRI-CGCM3, and NorESM1-M) closer to gridded observational dataset receive higher ranks and vice versa (Fig. 4b) . Same procedure is performed for other temporal scales of monthly and seasonal.
Singular value decomposition and canonical correlation analysis
Heterogeneous correlation representing maximized covariance between the predictand and predictor is calculated for Values in bold are significant at 95 %. The last two columns indicate 30-year mean change of annual precipitation and temperature for each model each GCM using SVD and is used to rank models (Table 5) . GCMs with higher heterogeneous correlation represent similar properties/attributes with reference to gridded observational data and are more suited for the study area. From Table 5 , it can be inferred that BCC_CSM1_1, BCC_CSM1_1m, and BNU_ESM presents highest heterogeneous correlation and thus receive the highest ranking for precipitation dataset, with IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and NorESM1-M receiving the lowest. For temperature, CNRM_CM5, IPSL-CM5A-MR, andMIROC5 are in close proximity to gridded observational dataset (based on heterogeneous correlation) and are ranked highest; whereas HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM, and MIROC-ESM-CHEM are on the other end of ranking. Similarly, CCA results were analyzed based on the similar property of GCMs and gridded observational dataset. In other words, after calculating anomalies of a matrix (GCMs) versus gridded observational data, and calculating PCA of the predictand, predictor canonical spatial function is computed. Values of canonical spatial function (SF) are used to rank models. Models with higher SF values will receive a higher score (Table 6 ). The range of SF across the models is divided in five groups, and the highest-value group will receive a score of 5. For CCA, BCC_CSM1_1, CCSM4, HadGEM2-CC, INMCM4, IPSL-CM5A-MR, and MIROC5 receive the highest ranks for precipitation dataset, whereas MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ESM-CHEM are ranked lowest. For temperature, BCC_CSM1_1, CanESM2, HadGEM2-CC, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and MRI-CGCM3 are among the higher ranked ones, whereas INMCM4, IPSL-CM5B-LR, and MIROC-ESM-CHEM receive the lower ranks.
Cluster analysis
Results for cluster analysis are presented in Fig. 5a , b for precipitation and temperature, respectively. The plots/ dendrograms are showing different clusters among models and gridded observational data. Dendrograms represents both the cluster-subcluster relationships and the order in which clusters are merged or split. Cluster group and linkage distance are important in determining the relative likelihood of models to represent the gridded observational dataset. As it can be interpreted from the dendrograms, models have been distributed in several clusters which in turn are connected to each other in the last merged row. In Fig. 5 , the plots show the value of linkage distance in accordance to the merged cluster indices, which are linked in pairs to form a binary tree. Linkage distance reflects the degree of difference between branches, i.e., longer lines indicate greater difference, principle applied to rank the models. Models which are in the same cluster with the observation (close proximity) are better performing than others. Similarly, the lesser the linkage distance of the model to observation, the higher the performance of the model, and the model receives a better rank. For precipitation (Fig. 5a) , it can be observed that BCC_CSM1_1m (number 2) is in the closest proximity and belongs to the same cluster as gridded observational dataset followed by BCC_CSM1_1 (number 1) and CCSM4 (number 5), forming the next closest cluster, and thus would receive highest rankings. The scale of model ranks are classified into five classes and ranked on the basis of same. IPSL-CM5B-LR, MIROC-ESM, and MIROC_ESM_CHEM are farthest forming a farthest cluster based on linkage distance and thus receive lowest scores for precipitation dataset. For temperature (Fig. 5b) , GFDL_ESM2G, IPSL-CM5A-LR, CCSM4, and IPSL-CM5A-MR are in close proximity to gridded observational dataset (ranked highest), whereas MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, BNU_ESM, BCC_CSM1_1m, and MRI-CGCM3 form the farther clusters and thus are ranked lower.
Overall performance
Model performances were assessed in 10 metrics for precipitation and temperature, totaling to 20 metrics for each of the temporal scales in consideration, and each model received a score of 1-5 in each metric. Overall ranking, summation of ranks for precipitation and temperature, is provided using all 20 metric values for each of the temporal scales in consideration. Performance of models on all temporal scales and each metric is depicted in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 and Table 7 , it can be inferred, based on average overall performance for daily temporal scale, that CCSM4, IPSL-CM5A-MR, INMCM4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, CanESM2, GFDL_ESM2G, BCC_CSM1_1, GFDL_ESM2M, IPSL-CM5B-LR, and MIROC5 are the ten best representative GCMs of the gridded observational dataset (in order of decreasing ranking) in the desired period for the study region. Similar rankings for the ten best representative models for monthly and seasonal dataset are provided in Fig. 6 and Table 7 End users can choose to have their own set of models based on utility and timescale in consideration. It can be observed from Table 7 that GFDL_ESM2G, CCSM4, IPSL-CM5A-MR, and CanESM2 are among those selected at daily, monthly, summer, and winter temporal scales.
Discussion
The changing climate requires an investigation on understanding of its effects and causes on the environment and hydrological cycle. One of the most used resources for this purpose now-a-days is GCMs which represent the conditions of climate over the globe with predictions for future scenarios. Each of these models has uncertainty associated in their predictions, and as they are large-scale (coarse resolution), they might have different performances in regional scales/finer resolution. Thus, there is a demand to investigate the performance of global models on regional scales. We also intended to study the effects of observation dataset on the GCM selection procedure, thus we changed the gridded observational dataset with another gridded observational dataset (Abatzoglou 2013) . Similar statistical evaluation and ranking was performed for raw GCM and the changed observational dataset on daily, monthly, and seasonal temporal scale; results are presented in Fig. 7 . It can be noted that the ten best representative models (with changed gridded observation) includes BCC_CSM1_1, GFDL_ESM2M, CCSM4, GFDL_ESM2G, MIROC5, CanESM2, IPSL-CM5A-MR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and MIROC-ESM (in order of decreasing ranking). In comparison, at daily temporal scale, with raw simulation evaluation based on gridded observational dataset of Livneh et al. (2013) to that of Abatzoglou (2013) , it was found that nine of the models are represented in both the procedures, with only INMCM4 excluded in the later one (which is ranked 11th in changed observational evaluation). It can be concluded that the observational dataset have minimal effect on selection of GCMs which could be attributed to averaging of climatic variables in the study area, making the two observational dataset comparable to each other. Thus, it becomes increasingly important to select the observational dataset based on the physical representation in the study area for such analysis. Various statistical methods, temporal scales, and dataset have been used to analyze the range of selection possibilities of GCMs in the study area. The advantages of this approach, among others, include easy classification of models, quantitative-based, and objective ranking. Hence, less subjectivity is included in the results, and users are not expected to be familiar with the study area in question and thus could be applied in any study area. Moreover, the proposed methods are easy to perform and are handy in understanding the distribution and various statistical properties of the data. It is also suggested in literature (Werner, 2011) to remove multiple models from the same climate institutions so as to deal with the uncertainty associated with them, but that would not suffice the goal of the study in authors' opinion, as we are evaluating the model and not the institution for the capability of prediction. Moreover the GCMs from same institutions have different model setups and thus different simulations from each of them. Also, the results of the study have indicated that models from same institution have behaved differently toward the analysis performed in the study.
It is also worth exploring the spatial aspects of the GCM selection in comparison to observational dataset. As pointed out in Table 1 , most of the GCMs have very varied spatial resolution, and thus, we adopted spatial average approach to evaluate GCMs against observational gridded data in the Columbia River Basin. Depending on the scale and intent of the study, same procedures can be applied on finer resolution of spatial data, as per availability of fine resolution observations, to compare the two sets. It would be interesting to study the spatial aspects based on elevation and various hydrological regimes in the study area, depending on the intent of the study.
CMIP3/CMIP5 simulations have long been used in various studies to evaluate different characteristics of climate change on humans and environment. Characteristics/trends of extreme events have been assessed in various studies (Mallakpour and Villarini, 2015; Najafi and Moazami 2015) , some of which have used GCM data. The methodology proposed in this study can be applied on daily to multiday extreme precipitation and temperature data to evaluate GCMs according to their performance in regard to extremes of these variables. Selecting appropriate GCMs would reduce uncertainty of future predictions (in comparison to other GCMs in Fig. 6 Performance of GCMs as evaluated against gridded observational dataset (Livneh et al. 2013) in each metric based on daily, monthly, and seasonal (summer and winter) data for precipitation (top), temperature (middle), and overall performance (bottom). In each plot, mean and median of all metrics are provided for each model in the last two rows the study region), which is crucial for studying extreme conditions (e.g., floods or droughts), when the least uncertainty is desired. GCM predictions have been used in various studies to detect and attribute hydroclimate changes to human effects Zhang et al. 2013) . Eventually, selection of GCMs based on statistical attributes to evaluate various impacts according to the study purpose would help reduce the various uncertainties associated with the larger GCM scale and be helpful in large-scale planning and management.
Daily dataset from CMIP5 has helped in a more robust analysis and compare models with more reliability. Metrics used in the present study are among the common statistical methods used in several previous researches and proved to work fine. Utilizing a variety of methods, each focusing on a certain aspect of performance, along with using two most common climatic parameters brings robustness to the analysis. Different temporal scales are considered in the study for various stakeholder interest and user-based analysis. Evaluation of the results of the present study reveals that models generally perform better in temperature than in precipitation and a variable. This is mainly because of the more stable nature of temperature which makes it easier to predict. Models seemed Fig. 7 Performance of GCMs as evaluated against changed gridded observational dataset (Abatzoglou 2013) in each metric based on daily, monthly, and seasonal (summer and winter) data for precipitation (top), temperature (middle), and overall performance (bottom). In each plot, mean and median of all metrics are provided for each model in the last two rows Models in bold are common to all temporal scales to work differently in various methods. This might infer that models do not have high correlation with each other. Finally, overall scores obtained by GCMs can be used for model averaging or multi-modeling (e.g., Najafi et al. 2011; Madadgar and Moradkhani 2014) . In other words, overall score of GCMs can be standardized and used as the weights applied in weighted averaging. However, since this study is done using spatially averaged data, and multimodeling is usually done at grid scale, it is not suggested to use the scores gathered here for weighted averaging. Instead, one can first downscale all GCMs to a fixed spatial resolution and then apply the methods proposed in this study and use results of each grid to calculate weights for GCMs (Najafi and Moradkhani 2015) .
Summary and conclusion
Historical data for 20 GCMs from CMIP5, as well as gridded observational data were acquired and accumulated for different temporal scales of daily, monthly, and seasonal (summer and winter). GCMs were evaluated with respect to their performance in simulating the climate in the Columbia River Basin for historical period. Generally, all GCMs work fairly well in simulating temperature. However, for precipitation, GCMs had various behaviors. This is mainly because the average rate of daily variations in precipitation is higher than in temperature (e.g., considering two consequent days, one with no precipitation, the other one with heavy rain). Utilizing daily data for 30 years, 10 metrics for 2 different parameters, and different temporal scales have helped in robust assessment of models. Several metrics were chosen to investigate various aspects of model statistical properties. All metrics were treated equally, and no weights were applied to the results of each metric to decrease the uncertainties. In general, GCMs usually behave differently in various methods, and no fixed methodology is presented to evaluate them. It is up to the research and the purpose of study to conduct a methodology and assess GCMs. The GCMs were also evaluated against different sets of gridded observational dataset to study the effect of same on selection procedure. The presented methods can be applied/used for bias correction of the raw GCM data along with any or the statistical and dynamic downscaling method before using them in any study. This would help reduce the uncertainty in the model data. The present research should be considered as qualitative and that could be employed in dealing with GCM data which in turn is driven by statistical properties of the data itself, which are often used in the field.
